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K Y B E R N E T I K A - VOLUME 25 (1989), NUMBER 5 
NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY 
CONDITIONS FOR TWO-STAGE STOCHASTIC 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
VLASTA KAŇKOVA 
The explicit form of the partial derivatives of the optimalized functions in two-stage stochastic 
programming problems was introduced in [5]. In this páper we shall employ this result to get 
some optimality conditions. More precisely, we shall present the necessary and sufficient optima-
lity conditions in the concave čase. Moreover, we shall apply the obtained results to some speciál 
cases. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for two-stage stochastic program­
ming problems were already introduced in the literatuře. For example, generál 
optimality conditions using the theory of saddle point were determined in [11]. The 
čase in which the probability measure can depend on the solution is considered 
in [12]. In this páper we shall present another form of the optimality conditions 
for a speciál type of the two-stage stochastic programming problém. 
Let 
X cz En, Zx c ESi, Z2 c: ES2, U <= Er, n, st, s2, r ^ 1 be non-empty sets, 
(Q, Sř, P) be the probability space, 
t] = r](co) and £ = £(co), be respectively s^dimensional and s2-dimensional vectors 
defined on (Q, £f, P) such that 
(1) P{co: ri(co) e Z j = P{co: š(o>) e Z2} = 1 
(En, n ^ 1 denotes an n-dimensional Euclidean space). It is assumed in (l) that 
{co: r\{(o) e %i] e & a n ( i i™'- ši03) e Z2} e Sř. Moreover, let h^u, z2), i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . 
/ and fi(x, Zi), i = 0 ,1 , 2, ..., / be reál valued continuous functions defined on 
E x Z2 and E„ x Zu respectively. 
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If the mapping K(u, zlt z2) and the functions <p(u, zlt z2), ij/(u, zlt z2) are defined by 
K(u, zlt z2) = {x e X:fi(x, zt) ^ ht(u, z2), i = 1,2,..., /} , 
(2) <p(u, zlt z2) = sup {f0(x, z j : x e K(u, zlt z2)} , 
\p(u, zlt z2) = (p(u, zlt z2) + h0(u, z2) 
and if Fj(u), j = 1,2,..., m are real valued continuous functions defined on Er, 
then we can introduce the two-stage stochastic programming problem as a problem 
of two-stage decision to find 
(3) sup {f0(x, zt): x e K(u, zlt z2)} 
and further to find 
(4) sup {E«/r(M, n(co), Z(co)): u<=U'} , 
where 
U' = {u e Ur: u = (ult ..., ur), Fj(u) = 0, j = 1, 2, ..., m, 
Ui = 0, i = 1,2, ...,r} . 
(E denotes the operator of mathematical expectation). 
The problem given by relations (2), (4) is similar to the well known stochastic 
programming problem with recourse. 
The aim of the paper is to present optimality conditions of the just introduced 
two-stage stochastic programming problems. 
Remarks. 
1. It can generally happen that some symbols in (2), (3) and (4) are not meaningful. 
This situation cannot appear under the assumptions which will be respected in this 
paper. 
2. The problem given by (2), (3) and (4) is a special case of the two-stage stochastic 
nonlinear programming problems introduced in [2], [4j. 
It will be useful to substitute 
(5) y( = hi(u, z2), i = l , 2 , . . . . / , y = (ylt..., yt) e Et 
and to formulate the problem given by (2), (3) as the following parametric optimization 
problem: 
Find 
(6) <p(zlt y) = sup {f0(x, Zj): x e K(zx, y)} , 
where 
K(zlt y) = {xeX:fi(x, zt) S yti = 1, 2, . . . , /} , 
z±eZlt yeEt. 
It is easy to see that 
K(u, zlt z2) = K[zlt (ht(u, z2),..., hj(u, z2))] , 
(p(u, zlt z2) = (p[zlt (ht(u, z2), ..., ht(u, z2))] . 
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Further we denote by Y _ Et the set for which 
(7) [(hx(u, z2),..., ht(u, z2)] _ int Y for u e U , z2 e Z2 
and by h(u, z2),f(x, zx) and E(u) the following vector functions 
(8) h(u, z2) = [hx(u, z2), ..., ht(u, z2)] , 
f(x, Z2) = [fx(x, Zx),...,fi(x, Zj)] , 
F(u) = [Fx(u),...,Fm(uj\. 
for ueE„xe En, zx e ESl, z2 e ES2. 
The problem given by (6) is a parametric optimization problem with parameters 
zxe Zx, y e Y. However, we can also consider this problem separately for every 
zx e Zx, y 6 Yand define the Lagrangian function L(x, V\ZX, y) and the Kuhn-Tucker 
vector v(z, y) = v. So let zxe Zx, y e Ybe arbitrary given points, then 
(9) L(x, v\zx, y) = f0(x, zx) + £ v.\_y. - f.(x, zx)] , 
i = l 
x = (xx, ...,xn)eEn, v = (vx, . . . , y , ) e E , . 
Definition 1. A vector v = v(zx, y), v ^ 0, v e Ez is the Kuhn-Tucker vector of the 
problem (6) if 
(p(zx, y) = sup {L(x, v\zx, y):xe X] 
(v = (vx, ...,vt) ^ 0 denotes that vt ^ 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , / ) . 
Further, the Hausdorff distance between two subsets in En can be defined in the 
following way. 
Definition 2. If X', X" <= En, n _ 1 are two non-empty sets then the Hausdorff 
distance of these sets An(X', X") is defined by 
An(X', X") = max [5n(X', X"), Sn(X", X')] , 
Sn(X',X")= sup inf Qn(x',x"), 
x'eX' x"eX" 
where Qn denotes the Euclidean metric in En. (We usually omit the subscripts in the 
symbols An, Q„, Sn.) 
If we denote by P.j. and E,)# the conditional probability measure and the conditional 
mathematical expectation respectively, and if we denote by X(e), e > 0 the sets 
X(e) = X + B(e) = {x = xx + x2: xxe X, x2e B(e)} , 
where B(e) is the e-surroundings of 0 e En, then we can recall Theorem of [5]. This 
can be here formulated in the following way. 
Theorem 1. Let X, U, Y be convex sets, and let ht(u, z2), i = 1, 2,..., I be differenti-
able functions on U for every z2€ Z2. If relations (1) are fulfilled and if 
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1) h(u, £(co)) is for every u e U a random vector such that the conditional probability 
measure Ph\n is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure in E,, 
2) there exists a constant g e Ex such that the condition 
Q[h(u, z2), h(u', z2)] ^ # e(u, M') 
is fulfilled for every u',u eU, z2e Z2, 
3) y e Y, zxe Zx implies K(zx, y) 4= 0 and the fulfillment of at least one of the 
following two conditions 
a) K(zx, y) is a compact set, 
b) / 0(x, z t) is a bounded function on K(zx, y), 
4) /0(x, Zj) is for every zx e Zx a Lipschitz function on E„ with the Lipschitz constant 
cx not depending on zx e Z l9 
5) there exists a constant c2 such that 
A[K(zx, y), K(zx, / ) ] = c2 Q(y, y') 
for every zx e Z l s j , y' e Y, 
6) fjx, zx) and fi(x, zx), i = 1, 2, ..., /, are respectively concave and convex func-
tions on E„ for every zxeZx, 
7) there exists finite Ecp(r\(co), h(u, £,(co)) for every u e int U, 
8) there exists finite, differentiable Eh0(u, £(co)) for every u e int U, 
then there exists the vector of the partial derivatives of the function E\j/(u, r\(co), £(&>)) 
for M e int U, and moreover 
(10) dEiJ/(u, t](co), £(co)) = dEh0(u, £(co)) + 
duj duj 
+ E £ vfyfr), h(u, Z(co)) dh&>^)) f j = i,2,...,l 
i = l OUj 
where v = v(zx, y) = [vx(zx, y),..., vt(zx, y)~] is a Kuhn-Tucker vector of the 
parametric optimization problem to find 
sup{/0(x, zx):xeX,fi(x, zx) ^ yt) i = 1,2,...,/} . 
Since the problem given by (2), (3) and (4) is a problem of the two-stage decision, 
we can consider its solution (of course, if it exists) as a vector [u*, x* = 
— x*(zx, h(u*, z2))] for which 
(11) f0[x*(zx, h(u, z2)), zx~\ = sup {f0(x, zx): x e K(zx, h(u, z2)} 
and 
(12) E{/I0(M*, Z(m)) + f0(x*(n(co), h(u*, Z(co))), r,(co))} = 
= sup E{h0(u, £(co)) + cp(u, rj(co), £(co)): ueU'} . 
Remark. The conditions under which the problem given by (2), (3), (4) is equi-
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valent to the problem to find 
sup E{/0(x, rj(co)) + h0(u, £(co))} 
under the conditions 
ueU' 
x = x(r](co), £(co)) e K(u, rj(co), £(co)) a.s. 
x(r](co), £(co)) e Lx 
are given in [10]. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
To get the optimality conditions we restrict the introduced problem given by (2), 
(3) and (4) to that in which the function cp(u, zx, z2) is concave on Er (E
+ = [u e Er: 
u = (ux, ..., ur), Ui _• 0, i — 1, 2, ..., r}) only. 
We can formulate the main result of this paper as the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be fulfilled for U = E+, X = E+. 
If 
(i) ht(u, z2), i = 0, 1, 2, ..., / for every z2 e Z2 and Fj(u), j = 1, 2, ..., m, are 
concave functions on Er, 
(ii) there exists u e Er such that 
Fj(u) > 0, j - 1,2, ..., m , 
(hi) for every u eU, zx e Zx, z2 e Z2 there exists JC = x(u, zx, z2) e X such that 
fi(x, zx) < hi(u, z2) , i = 1,2, ...,l, 
(iv) there exist continuous partial derivatives of the function Fj(u), j = 1, 2 , . . . 
..., m and ft(x, zx), i = 0, 1, 2, ..., /, respectively, with respect to the com-
ponents of the vector u and the vector x (on Er x En), 
then u*, x* = x*(zx, h(u*, z2)) is the solution of the problem given by (11), (12) 
(of course, also by (2), (3), (4)) if and only if there exist vectors v* = v*(zx, h(u*, z2))e 
e _ + , t*GEJ;, v* = (vt...,vf), v* = v* (zx, h(u*, z2)), i=l,2,...,l, t* = 
= (t*, ..., t*) such that the following conditions are fulfilled. 
(13) Vxf0(x*, zx) - i v*(zx, h(u*, z2)) VJ(x*, zx) < 0 
i = i 
<x*, Vxf0(x*, zx) - J v*(zx, h(u*, z2)) Vxflx*, z.)> = 0 
1 = 1 
h(u*, z2) - f(x*, zx) ^ 0 
(v*(zx, h(u*, z2)), h(u*, z2) - f(x*, z.)> - 0 
for all zx e Zx, z2 e Z2, 
(14) VuEh0(u*, Z(co)) + E f v*(n(co), h(u*, £(co)) Vuht(u*, $(_)) + 
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+ i<;^("*) = ° 
У = l 
<«*, VuE/î0(tt*, Z(æ)) + E £ t,*( ř /(a )) f /,(„* {(«)) Vи/iř(W*, {(©)) + 
i = l 
m 
+ I -* v„Ey(tt*)> = o 
J = I 
E(tt*) = o , <t*, F(u*)y = o 
where v*(zx, y) is a Kuhn-Tucker vector of the parametric optimization problem 
to find 
sup {f0(x, zx): x e K(zx, y)} . 
<•, •> denotes the scalar product in E„, Vxft(-, •) the vector of the partial derivatives 
with respect to the components of the vector JC. 
Proof. The problem given by (6) is (under the assumptions of Theorem 2) a 
problem of the concave programming for every zx e Zx, y e Y Moreover, since 
it is possible to generalize Lemma 1 of [2] to an arbitrary set Z = Zx x Z 2 , we can 
easily see that Ecp(u, r\(co), Z(co)) is a concave function too. 
The proof of Theorem 2 will be divided into several parts. Let [w*, x* *= 
= x*(u*, zx, z2)~\ be a solution of the problem given by (11), (12). First, we prove 
necessity of the system (13). It follows from the assumptions that we can utilize 
(for every zx e Zx, u eU, z2e Z2, y = h(u, z2) separately) the assertion of Theorem 
7.1.1 in [6]. According to this we obtain the existence of the vector v* = v*(zx, y) 
such that 
L(x, v*\zx, y) = L(x*, v*\zx. y) = L(x*, v\zx, y) 
for all x e E + , V = 0, VGE1 and <t>*, y — f(x*, zx)} = 0. However, since the 
function L(x, v\zx, y) also fulfils the assumptions of Theorem 7.1.3. in [6], we can 
see that the following relations hold 
Vxf0(x*, zx) - £ v*(zx, y) VJt(x*, zx) = 0 , 
i = l 
I 
<x*, VJ0(x*, zx) - X v*(zx, y) Vxft(x*, zx)} = 0 , 
f = i 
y-f(x*,zx) = 0, 
<r*, y - f(x*, zx)} = 0 . 
Using the substitution y = h(u, z2) we get immediately the validity of relations 
(13) in the parametric point u*, zx e Zx, z2 e Z2. According to Lemma 5 of [5] the 
vector v* is a Kuhn-Tucker vector of the problem given by (6). 
Further, we shall deal with the problem given by (12). First, in this case, using 
Theorem 1 we obtain the form of the partial derivatives of the optimalized function 
Ei/f(tt, t](co), £(co)). Since E\]/(u, r\(co), £,(co)) is a concave function it follows from 
Theorem 24.1 in [9] that these partial derivatives are continuous. According to this 
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fact and to the assumptions of Theorem 2 we can utilize Theorems 7.1.1 and 7.1.3 
in [6] again. We obtain the validity of the system 
(15) VuLx(u*, t*) S 0 
<u*, VULX(«*> '*)> = 0 
VtLx(u*, t*) = 0 
(16) <**, VtLx(u*, t*)} = 0 for a t* e E+ . 
m 
Lx(u, t) = E\JJ(U, n(co), £(a>)) + £ tj Fj(u) 
is the Lagrangian function of the problem given by (12). 
It is easy to see that necessity of the system (14) follows from (10) and (15) im-
mediately. 
It remains to prove that conditions (13), (14) are sufficient too. To this end, let 
x* = x*(zx, h(u*z2)), v* = (zx, h(u*, z2)), u*, t* fulfil (13), (14). Since the problem 
given by (12) is a concave programming problem, Theorem 1 and Theorems 7.1.1, 
7.1.3 of [6] imply that conditions (14) are sufficient for the problem given by (12). 
Further, as u* is an optimal solution of problem (12) it is enough to prove that the 
system (13) is sufficient in the parametric points u*, zx e Zx, z2 e Z2 only. However, 
we get this in a similar way using Theorems 7.1.1 and 7.1.3 of [6] again. This com-
pletes the proof. • 
It is easy to see that for the stochastic programming problem given by (2) and (4), 
we can formulate a similar assertion (cf. the following Remark). 
Remark. If the assumptions of Theorem 2 are fulfilled then u* is a solution of the 
problem given by (12) if and only if there exists a vector t* such that the system (14) 
holds under the assumption that x*(zx, h(u, z2)) and v*(zx, h(u, z2)) respectively 
are a solution and a Kuhn-Tucker vector of the parametric optimization problem 
given by (11). 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
In the previous part of the paper we have presented the necessary and sufficient 
optimality conditions for quite general case of two-stage stochastic programming 
problems. Now we shall apply these results to some special cases. Namely we consider 
the case, when the problem (6) is a linear or quadratic parametric problem. 
a) Linear Case 
First, we consider the problem in which ft(x, zx), i = 0, 1,2,..., I for every 
zx e Zj are linear functions of x. For this case let A(co) and q(co) be (/ x n) and 
(n x 1) random matrices defined on (Q, £f, P) respectively. If we denote by s/, 1 
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the supports of the random matrices A(co), q(co) then 
Zx = s4 x 2 , r\(co) = [A(co), q(co)~\ , sx = In + n . 
In this special case the problem given by (12) is the problem to find 
(17) sup {E^(M , A(co), q(co), £(co)): u e Cl'} 
where 
(18) U' = {ueE+:Fj(u) = 0,j = 1,2, . . . , m } , 
xl/x(u, A, q, z2) = h0(u, z2) + <px(u, A, q, z2) , 
<px(u, A, q, z2) = sup {q'x: x e Kx(u, A, z2)} , 
Kx(u, A, z2) = {x G E
+: Ax = h(u, z2)} , 
for Ae stf, q e 2, z2 e Z2, ueU. (q' denotes the transposition of the matrix q.) 
It is easy to see that the inner problem given by (18) is the problem of the linear 
parametric programming. If we apply substitution (5) then it is the problem to find 
(19) sup q'x 
under the constraints Ax = y, x = 0. The corresponding dual problem is to find 
(20) mfy'v 
under the constraints A'v = q, v _ 0. 
If we denote x* and v* the solutions of the problem (19) and the problem (20) 
respectively then, according to Theorem 2 (under some additional assumptions), 
we get that u* is a solution of the problem (17) if and only if there exists t* e E+ 
such that the following system holds 
VuEh0(u*, Z(co)) + E £ vf(A(co), q(co), h(u*, £(co)) Vttht(u*, £(©)) + 
i = 1 
m 
+ £ tj VFj(u*) = 0 
J = I 
(21) <«*, VuEh0(u*, Z(co)) + E £ v*(A(co), q(co), h(u*, {(a,)) VJifa** £(<») + 
f = i 
m 
+ Lf*VF/(«*)> = 0 
F(u*) = 0 , <t*, E(«*)> = 0 
We can formulate this consideration as the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Let X, U, Y be convex sets. Let, further, relation (l), assumptions 
1, 2, 8 of Theorem 1 and assumptions (i), (ii), (iv) of Theorem 2 be fulfilled. If 
(i') A is a deterministic matrix, 
(ii') {JC e E+ : Ax = h(u, z2)} <= K and simultaneously {x e E
+ : Ax < h(u, z2)} =t= 0 
for every u eU, z2e Z2 and a compact set K, 
(hi') 2 is a compact set, 
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(iv') there exists E{sup [q'(co) x \ x: Ax S h(u> ^(ft))]} f o r e v e r y u e U 
(v') there exist the continuous partial derivatives of the functions ht(u, z2), i = 
= 1,2, . . . , / , Fj(u),j = 1,2, ..., m with respect to the components of the 
vector u on U x Z2 , 
then u* is a solution of the problem given by (17) if and only if there exists a vector 
t* e Em such that the system (21) holds for t*, u* and v* given by (20). 
Proof. It is easy to see that to prove Corollary 1 it is sufficient to verify assumption 
(5) of Theorem 1. However it follows from assumptions (if) and a simply provable 
generalization of Lemma 1 in [4] for an arbitrary set Y. • 
Remark. It follows, for example, from [1] (Theorem 12) that assumption (iv') 
of Corollary 1 is fulfilled if the following conditions are satisfied. 
a) the probability measure of the random vector h(u, £(co)) is, for every u, absolutely 
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure in Eh 
b) the components of the random vectors q(co), h(u, £(co)) are square integrable 
for every ueU, 
c) A is a deterministic matrix. 
b) Quadratic Case 
In the last part of the paper we apply the assertion of Theorem 2 to the stochastic 
programming problem in which ft(x, zx), i = 1, ..., I and f0(x, zt) are respectively 
linear and quadratic functions of the vector x. This means that the parametric 
problem given by (6) is a problem of the quadratic programming. 
Let A(co), C(co) and d(co) be respectively random matrices of the types (/ x n), 
(m x n) and (n x 1) defined on (Q, Sf, P). We denote by stf, % and @ the supports 
of A(co), C(CO) and d(co). We can define the stochastic programming problem given 
by (2), (4) in this special case as the problem to find 
(22) sup {E\j/2(u, A(CO), C(CO), d(co), £(co)): u e U'} 
where 
(23) U' = {ueE+:Fj(u) = 0,j = 1,2,..., m} 
\j/2(u, A, C, d, z2) = h0(u, z2) + <p2(u, A, C, d, z2) 
<p2(u, A, C, d, z2) = sup {x'Cx + d'x: x e K2(u, A, z2)} 
K2(u, A, z2) = {xe E*: Ax S h(u, z2)} 
for A e s/, C etf de @, z2e Z2 and u e U. It is easy to see that in this case Z< = 
= stf x ^ x Q), t](co) = [A(co), C(CO), d(co)~\, st = I. n + n . n + n. Further, the 
inner problem given by (23) is a problem of the quadratic parametric programming. 
Moreover, if we recall the substitution (5) we obtain its in the form to find 
(24) sup {x'Cx + d'x} 
under the constrains Ax 5g y, x ^ 0. 
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Corollary 2. Let X, U, Y be convex sets. Let, further, relation (1), assumptions 
1, 2, 8 of Theorem 1 and assumptions (i), (ii), (iv) of Theorem 2 hold. If 
(i") {xe E*: Ax S h(u, z2)} a K and simultaneously {XE E*: Ax < h(u, z2)} 4= 0, 
for every u e U, z2e Z2 and some compact set K c= En, 
(ii") C e ^ implies C is a symmetric, negative definite matrix, 
(iii") A is a deterministic matrix, <&, S> are compact sets, 
(iv") there exist the continuous partial derivatives of the functions ht(u, z2), i = 
= 1, 2, ..., /, Fj(u), j = 1, 2, ..., m with respect to the components of the 
vector M on U x Z2 , 
(v") there exists Ejsup x'Cx + d'x | x'Ax _̂  /I(M, £(ct))} for every ueU 
then M* is a solution of the problem given by (22) if and only if there exists a vector t* 
such that the following system holds 
V„E/I0(M*, Z(CO)) + E £ v*(A, C(co), d(co), h(u*, t;(co)) WJi^u*, £(©)) + 
i = i 
m 
+ It;v„F>*) = o 
J = I 
<M*, V„E/I0(M*, #0,)) + 
J m 
(25) + E £ y*(A, C(co) d(co), h(u*, Z(co)) Vuht(u*, i(co)) + £ f* VJF/«*)> = 0 , 
i = 1 j = 1 •»• 
F(u*) = 0 , <t*, F(M*)> = 0 , 
where the vector v* = (v*,..., v*), v* = v*(A,C, d,y) and the vector x* = 
= x*(A, C, d, y) fulfil the conditions 
(26) 2Cx*(A, C,d,y) - d - A'v*(A, C, d, y) = 0 , 
<x*(A, C, ci, >;), 2Cx*(A, C,d,y) - d - A'u*(A, C, ti, ^)> = 0 , 
>; - Ax*(A, C, d,y)^0 
(v*(A, C, d, y), y - Ax*(A, C, d, y)} = 0 
for every C 6 c€, d e 3), y e Y, y = h(u, z2), z2eZ2. 
Proof. It is easy to see that the systems (25), (26) are equivalent to systems (13), 
(14) in the special case considered in Corollary 2. According to this fact the assertion 
will be proved if we verify the assumptions of Theorem 2. To this end it is necessary 
to deal with assumptions 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 of Theorem 1. Assumption 3 follows im-
mediately from assumptions i"). Since, according the assumptions (ii"), the function 
x'Cx is concave for every C e ^ and, since # , 9) are compact sets, assumption 4 
follows from Corollary of [3]. However, by this approach we have verified also 
assumption 6. Finally, assumption 5 follows from the generalized (for arbitrary set 
Y) Lemma 1 of paper [4]. So we have completely finished the proof of Corollary 2. 
D 
(Received October 5, 1988.) 
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